Question answering is different from information retrieval in that it attempts to answer questions by providing summaries from numerous retrieved documents rather than by simply providing a list of documents that requires users to do additional work. However, the quality of answers that question answering provides has not been investigated extensively, and the practical approach to presenting question answers still needs more study. In addition to factoid answering using phrases or entities, most question answering systems use a sentence-based approach for generating answers. However, many sentences are often only meaningful or understandable in their context, and a passage-based presentation can often provide richer, more coherent context. However, passage-based presentations may introduce additional noise that places greater burden on users. In this study, we performed a quantitative evaluation on the two kinds of presentation produced by our online clinical question answering system, AskHERMES (http://www.AskHERMES.org). The overall finding is that, although irrelevant context can hurt the quality of an answer, the passage-based approach is generally more effective in that it provides richer context and matching across sentences.
Introduction
Question answering is different from information retrieval in that it attempts to answer questions by providing summaries from numerous retrieved documents rather than by simply providing a list of documents for preparing the user to do even more exploration. The presentation of answers to questions is a key factor in its efficiently meeting the information needs of information users.
While different systems have adopted a variety of approaches for presenting the results of question answering, the efficacy of the use of these different approaches in extracting, summarizing, and presenting results from the biomedical literature has not been adequately investigated. In this paper, we compare the sentence-based approach and the passage-based approach by using our own system, AskHERMES, which is designed to retrieve passages of text from the biomedical literature in response to ad hoc clinical questions.
Background

Clinical Question Collection
The National Library of Medicine (NLM) has published a collection of 4,653 questions that can be freely downloaded from the Clinical Questions Collection website 1 and includes the questions below:
Question 1: "The maximum dose of estradiol valerate is 20 milligrams every 2 weeks. We use 25 milligrams every month which seems to control her hot flashes. But is that adequate for osteoporosis and cardiovascular disease prevention?" Question 2: "Child has pectus carinatum. Radiologist told Dr. X sometimes there are associated congenital heart problems. Dr. X wants to study up on this. Does the patient have these associated problems?" Such examples show that clinicians pose complex questions of a far greater sophistication than the simple term searches that typical information retrieval systems require as input. Ask-HERMES, however, has been designed to handle such complexity as it encounters it.
Result Presentation
In recent years, there has been an emergence of numerous search engines -both open domain and domain-specific -as well as question answering systems, and these systems have employed a variety of methods for presenting their results, including the use of metadata, sentences, snippets, and passages. PubMed (Anon 2009a) and EAGLi (Anon 2009b) , for example, use article metadata to present their results, and the combination of title, author name and publication name that they use works like the citation at the end of a paper to provide users with a general idea of what the listed article is about. On the other hand, AnswerBus (Anon 2009c) and AnswerEngine (Anon 2009d ) extract sentences from relevant articles, then rank and list them one by one to answer the questions that users have. In response to a query, Google and other general search engines provide the title of a work plus a snippet of text to provide metadata as well as multiple matching hints from articles. In response to user questions, Start (Anon 2009e) , Powerset (Anon 2009f) and Ask (Anon 2009g ) provide a single passage as output, making them ideal for answering simple questions because they do not require users to access and read extra articles in order to answer the questions they have.
Each of these methods of presentation has strengths and weaknesses. First, a strength of using metadata is that it provides a way for discovering the general idea of an article, but it does not explain to a user why the article is relevant to the query or question, making it difficult to decide whether it is worth the time and effort to access the listed article to read more. An approach presenting a single sentence in response to a query can result in a good answer if the user is lucky but typically provides a limited idea of what the target article contains and demands that users access the source of the item to learn more. A snippet-based approach can provide a hint as to why the target article is relevant, but snippets are limited in that they are composed of segments and usually cannot be read at all; even presenting a snippet with metadata as Google does is not suitable for adequately answering many questions.
We propose a passage-based approach in which each passage is constructed by coherent sentences. The approach we propose is similar to that used by Start and Ask, but these systems have limited knowledge bases and require queries to be written using very specific question types. On the other hand, our system will be able to answer ad hoc questions (that is, questions not limited to specific types). Furthermore, the system we propose will be oriented toward answering questions in the biomedical community, a field in which automated question answering and information retrieval and extraction are in strong demand.
Passage-Based Approach versus Sentence-Based Approach
We define as sentence-based approaches those approaches that return a list of independently retrieved and ranked sentences. Although all the sentences are assumed to be relevant to the question, there are no assumptions of their relationship with each other. On the other hand, a passage-based approach is defined as one that returns a list of independently retrieved and ranked passages, each of which can comprise multiple tightly coupled sentences.
The passage-based approach has two benefits:
1. It provides richer context for reading and understanding. 2. It provides greater evidence for relevant ranking of the passage by matching across sentences.
For example, in Figure 1 , the passage-based output of the top results of AskHERMES pertains to the question "What is the difference between the Denver ii and the regular Denver developmental screening test?" The first answer is a passage with two sentences; the first sentence in the passage informs users that there have been criticisms of the "Denver Developmental Screening Test," and the second sentence shows that "Denver II" addressed several concerns of the "Denver Developmental Screening Test." The two sentences indicate that the article will mention several issues that answer the question.
And the second passage directly shows the answer to the question: The criteria to select Denver II and the difference between the two tests.
If we use the sentence-based approach (see Figure 2), the sentences in the first passage will be ranked very low and might not appear in the results because both of them contain only one of the screening tests mentioned in the question. The second passage will be reduced to only the second sentence, which is an incomplete answer to the question; consequently, the user may remain uninformed of the selection criteria between the two screening tests without further examination of the article. Figure 2 shows the sentence-based output of the same question. A comparison of the examples in the figure clearly shows how the results of the query are affected by the two approaches. The first result is incomplete, and the second and third results are irrelevant to the question although they have many matched terms. While the results shown in Figures 1 and 2 suggest that a passage-based approach might be better than a sentence-based approach for question answering, this is not to say that passage-based approaches are infallible. Most importantly, a passage-based approach can introduce noisy sentences that place an additional burden on users as they search for the most informative answers to their questions. In Figure 3 , the first sentence in the output of sentence-based approach answers the question. However, the passage-based approach does not answer the question until the fourth passage, and when it does, it outputs the same core answer sentence that was provided in the sentence-based approach. Additionally, the core sentence is nested within a group of sentences that on their own are only marginally relevant to the query and in effect bury the answer. 
Evaluation Design
To evaluate whether the passage-based presentation improves question answering, we plugged two different approaches into our real system by making use of either the passage-based or the sentencebased ranking and presentation unit constructor. Both of them share the same document retrieval component, and they share the same ranking and clustering strategies. In our system, we used a density-based passage retrieval strategy (Tellex et al. 2003 ) and a sequence sensitive ranking strategy similar to ROUGE (F. Liu and Y. Liu 2008 ). An in-house query-oriented clustering algorithm was used to construct the order and structure of the final hierarchical presentation. The difference between the two approaches is the unit for ranking and presentation. A passage-based approach takes the passage as its primary unit, with each passage consisting of one or more sentences. Those sentences in the passage are extracted from the adjacent matching sentences in the original article.
To evaluate the difference between the passagebased presentation and sentence-based presentation, we randomly selected 20 questions from 4,653 clinical questions. A physician (Dr. John Ely) was shown the corresponding passage-based and sentence-based outputs of every question and was then asked to judge the relevance of the output and which output had the higher quality answer. Because physicians have little time in clinical settings to be sifting through data, we presented only the top five units (sentences or passages) of output for every question. For answer extraction, we built a hierarchical weighted-keyword grouping model (Yu and Cao 2008; Yu and Cao 2009 ). More specifically, in using this model we group units based on the presence of expanded query-term categories: keywords, keyword synonyms, UMLS concepts, UMLS synonyms, and original words, and we then prioritize the groups based on their ranking. For example, units that incorporate keywords are grouped into the first cluster, followed by the cluster of units that incorporate keyword synonyms, UMLS concepts, etc. The units that appear synonymous are in the clusters with the same parent cluster. Figure 4 shows an example of the top branch of the clusters for the question "What is the dose of sporanox?" in which the answers are organized by sporanox and dose as well as their synonyms.
Evaluation Result and Discussion
We classify physician evaluations as being of the following four types and plot their distribution in Figure 5 :
The question is considered difficult because it is patient-specific or unclear (that is, it is a poorly formed question), e.g., "Multiple small ulcers on ankles and buttocks. No history of bites. I sent him for a complete blood count (cbc) and blood sugar but I don't know what these are." • Failed Question: Neither approach can find any relevant information for the question. The evaluation data is shown in Table 1 . In our study, the score range is set from 0 to 5 with the value 0 referring to answers that are totally irrelevant to the question and the value 5 meaning there is enough information to fully answer the question. Our results show that the passage-based approach is better than the sentence-based approach (p-value < 0.05). Through further analysis of the results, we found that 70% of the sentences yielded by the sentencebased approach did not answer the question at all (the score is zero), while this was true for only 40% of the output of the passage-based approach. This indicates that the passage-based approach provides more evidence for answering questions by providing richer context and matching across sentences.
On the other hand, if the question was too general and included a plethora of detail and little focus, both approaches failed. For example, in the question "One year and 10-month-old boy removed from his home because of parental neglect. Caretaker says he often cries like he's in pain, possibly abdominal pain. Not eating, just drinking liquids, not sleeping. The big question with him: "is it something physical or all adjustment disorder?"" there is a great deal of description of the boy, and a variety of common symptoms are also provided. AskHERMES found a passage containing all of the following extracted words: "availability, because, before, between, changes, children, decrease, disorder/disorders, drug, eating, going, increase, indications/reasons, intake, laboratory, level, may, often, one, patient/patients, physical, recommended, routinely, specific, still, symptom/symptoms, two, urine, used, women, treat/treated/treating/therapy/treatment/treatments, and work." But since these words are so commonly used in a variety of scenarios, the output passage is off-topic.
For very simple questions, the sentence-based approach works well for providing answers in a very concise form. For example, the question "what is the dose of zyrtec for a 3-year-old?" can be answered by the dosage amount for the target age group, and the query resulted in this answer: "…children of both sexes aged between 2 to 6 years with allergy rhinitis (AR) were included in this study, who were randomly selected to be treated with Zyrtec (Cetirizine 2 HCL) drops 5 mg daily for 3 weeks." From a literal view, this looks like an answer to the question because it discusses the dosage of Zyrtec for the specific age group; however, it actually describes an experiment and does not necessarily provide the suggested dosage that the user is seeking. This leads to an interesting problem for clinical question answering: how should experimental data be distinguished from suggestion data for recommended daily usage? People tend to ask for the best answer instead of the possible answers. This is one of the main reasons why in Table 1 , there is no perfect score (5).
Our result looks similar to the conclusion of Lin et al (Jimmy Lin et al. 2003) , whose study on opendomain factoid question answering indicates a preference among users for the answer-inparagraph approach rather than the three other types of presentation: exact-answer (that is, answer entity), answer-in-sentence, and answer-in-document. The results of both Lin's research and our own indicate the usefulness of context, but Lin's work focuses on how surrounding context helps users to understand and become confident in answers retrieved by simple open-domain queries, while our research reveals that adjacent sentences can improve the quality of answers retrieved using complex clinical questions. Our results also indicate that context is important for relevance ranking, which has not been thoroughly investigated in previous research. Furthermore, our work places emphasis on proper passage extraction from the document or paragraph because irrelevant context can also be a burden to users, especially for physicians who have limited time for reading through irrelevant text. Our continuous sentence-based passage extraction method works well for our study, but other approaches should be investigated to improve the passage-based approach.
With respect to the quality of the answer, the content of the output is not the only important issue. Rather, the question itself and the organization of content are also important issues to consider. Luo and Tang (Luo and Tang 2008) proposed an iterative user interface to capture the information needs of users to form structured queries with the assistance of a knowledge base, and this kind of approach guides users toward a clearer and more formal representation of their questions. DynaCat (Pratt and Fagan 2000) also uses a knowledgebased approach to organize search results. Thus, applying domain-specific knowledge is promising for improving the quality of an answer, but the difficulty of the knowledge-based approach is that building and updating such knowledge bases is human labor intensive, and furthermore, a knowledge-based approach restricts the usage of the system.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this study, we performed a quantitative evaluation on the two kinds of presentation produced by our online clinical question answering system, AskHERMES. Although there is some indication that sentence-based passages are more effective for some question types, the overall finding is that by providing richer context and matching across sentences, the passage-based approach is generally a more effective approach for answering questions. Compared to Lin's study on open-domain factoid questions (Jimmy Lin et al. 2003) , our study addresses the usefulness of context for answering complex clinical questions and its ability to improve answer quality instead of just adding surrounding context to the specific answer. While conducting this investigation, we noticed that simple continuous sentence-based passage constructions have limitations in that they have no semantic boundary and will form too long a passage if the question contains many common words. Therefore, we will take advantage of recent advances we have made in HTML page analysis components to split documents into paragraphs and use the paragraph as the maximum passage, that is, a passage will only group sentences that appear in the same paragraph. Furthermore, by setting the boundary at a single paragraph, we can loosen the adjacency criterion of our current approach, which requires that the sentences in a passage be next to each other in the original source, and instead adopt a requirement that they only be in the same paragraph. This will enable us to build a model consisting of one or more core sentences as well as several satellite sentences that could be used to make the answer more complete or understandable.
